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With a view to presenting solutions of various boundary value problems involv- 
ing the celebrated Euler-Darboux equation, the authors consider the multiplication 
of certain classes of operators of fractional calculus defined in terms of the Gaussian 
hypergeometric function. The fractional calculus operators studied here incor- 
porate, as their special cases, both the RiemannPLiouville and Erdtlyi-Kober 
operators, and are appropriately restricted in order to yield explicit solutions of 
some of the aforementioned boundary value problems in terms of Appell functions 
and KampC de Fkriet functions of two variables. 1’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An interesting generalization of both the Riemann-Liouville and 
Erdklyi-Kober fractional integral operators was considered by Saigo [6] 
who systematically investigated several properties of an integral operator 
defined in terms of the Gaussian hypergeometric function. Subsequently, he 
[7, 8, lo] extended his definition to include fractional derivatives in order 
to study certain boundary value problems associated with the Euler- 
Darboux equation, where the boundary conditions on two characteristics 
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involve fractional integrals or fractional derivatives in the generalized sense. 
Motivated by the need for the multiplication of operators of fractional 
integral and fractional derivative in our study of such boundary value 
problems, we investigate these operations under much more general con- 
ditions. 
We begin by presenting (in Section 2) the definitions and elementary 
properties of the generalized fractional calculus referred to above. Section 3 
contains a review of the general boundary value problems associated with 
the Euler-Darboux equation, whose boundary conditions involve the 
generalized fractional calculus. The essential part in solving these boundary 
value problems (that is, the multiplication of operators of fractional 
integral and fractional derivative in the more general situation) is presented 
in Section 4. Sections 5, 6, and 7 are devoted to some of the special cir- 
cumstances in which the Kampe de Feriet function (encountered in our 
calculations in Section 4) can be reduced to relatively simpler hyper- 
geometric functions. Finally, in Section 8 we list the various formulas which 
are needed in our present investigation. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
OF THE GENERALIZED FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
Let c1> 0, b and q be real numbers. In terms of the Gaussian 








for a real-valued and continuous function f(x) defined on the interval 
(0, co) having the order O(xk) near x = 0 with k > max(O, B-q) - 1. When 
a < 0, by letting n be a positive integer such that 0 < CY + n d 1, we define 
provided that the right-hand side has a definite meaning. 
The expressions (2.1) and (2.2) incorporate both the Riemann-Liouville 
and the Erdelyi-Kober fractional operators, and we have 
R;,, f = I;:,“,“f = -!- s -’ (x-t)‘-l,f(t)dz r(a) 0 
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and 
respectively. 
Another class of fractional integrals and fractional derivatives are defined 
as follows: 
J+yJ1-x)-~-8 l 
x,1 i T(a) T 
a+/?, -q;a;K)f(t)dt, (a>O), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(LX < 0; n is a positive integer with 0 < c( + n d 1 ), 
Clearly, we have 
(2.7) 
and 
which are analogous to (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. 
Making use of certain results of Erdelyi [2], which he proved by the aid 
of fractional integration by parts, we obtain the following chain (or 
product) rules: 
These rules are proved firstly for positive a and y, and then they are exten- 
ded for non-positive o! by noting (2.2) or (2.6). Notice that the sign of “J 
cannot be changed. 
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The operators 19:” and J$y” are identity operators: , 
Z”,:$Y = f(X)> 
J$,y”f=f(x). 
We also have the following inverses: 
(pp- =p;.-Lh+ll, 





3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE EULER-DARBOUX EQUATION 
Let Q be the triangle OAB, where 0 = (0, 0), A = (0, I), and B = (1, 1). 
We investigate the Euler-Darboux equation 
a% fl au a au ---- ---0, 
axay x-yax+x-yay (a>O, p>o,a+p< 1) (3.1) 
in Q. It is well known that a solution of (3.1) having conditions 
4x, l= z(x), lim(y-x)“+P !?!-T!! c > ay ax = v(x) (3.2) v - i 
is given in the form: 
f(cr+fl) ’ u(x3 y, =f(a) z-(B) s~(x+(y-x) t) +‘(l -,)‘-I dt 0
j’ v(x+(y-x) t) t “(1 -t)-“dt. (3.3) 
0 
Thus, using the generalized fractional integrals (2.1) and (2.5) the values of 
the solution on two characteristic segments OA and AB are written as 
u(‘)(y) = u(t), y) = fy/ z;;y ‘T 
+ 2r(l-(x) 
r(l -c-D) ~~,y,cr+B-l,P-lv, O<y<l (3.4) 
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and 
u’*‘(x) = u(x, 1) = UN + m JP.O.“- I5 
r(a) 
x, I 
r(l -N9pz.?+,j -1.2-I 
+ 2r( 1 - p) .r,’ 
v, O<x<l, (3.5) 
respectively. 
Let Hk[O, l] be the class of functions which are Holder continuous on 
the interval [0, 11 with Holder index k, where 0 < k < 1. The following 
boundary value problems are worthy of further consideration: 
PROBLEM I. Find a solution u(x,y) of (3.1) in Q satisfying the boun- 
dary conditions 
pya+B- ‘u”‘=Q,(y), 0, L o<y< 1 (3.6) 
and 
J’.“-“+x- lu(2) = (j2(x), 
.‘i. I o<x< 1, (3.7) 
where a, 6, c, and d are constants such that -a < a < /?, -r < a + b < 8, 
-/3<C<K and -B<c+d<cc; q4,EW[O,I] (a-p+l<k,<l, 
qSl(0)=O) and 42~Hk2[0, I] (C-Z+ 1 <k,< 1, $2(1)=0) are given 
functions. 
PROBLEM 2. Find a solution U(X, y) of (3.1) in Q satisfying the boun- 
dary conditions 
4-T x)=43(x), o<x< 1 (3.8) 
and 
c Jo.h.-o+B~lu(l’+C*~+?- /3,c.-Ll+/l- Iu(Z)- 
I 0.r x.1 - d4(xL o<x< 1, (3.9) 
where C, and C, are nonzero constants, the constants a, h, and c satisfy 
the inequalities -cr<a<p, --cr<a+b</3 and -a<a+c<fi; 
~,~~~~[O,I](max(a-~+1,a+c-~+1)~k~~1,#,(O)=ql,(l)=0)and 
$4 E Hk4[0, 1 ](a - D + 1 < k, < I ) are given functions. 
PROBLEM 3. Find a solution u(x, ~2) of (3.1) in .Q satisfying the boun- 
dary conditions 
4% x) = 45(x), O<x<l (3.10) 
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and 
CIX b+l+p~l~u,b,~u+~-lU(I) 0.x 
+C2(1-x)(‘+~+b1 J”,,;” p.[‘.~~~++p-111(2)=~6(x), o<x< 1, 
(3.11) 
where C, and C, are nonzero constants, the constants a, b, and c satisfy 
the inequalities - c( < a < p, - c( < a + b < p and - c( < a + c < 8, and #5(x) 
and de(x) are given functions on the interval (0, 1). 
In solving Problem 3, further restrictions on the constants a, b, and c, 
and on the functions #Jx) and d6(x), will have to be imposed. 
4. MULTIPLICATION OF THE FRACTIONAL 
CALCULUS OPERATORS J AND I 
The operational formulas (4.1) (4.2), and (4.3) below are found to be 
essential in our solutions of Problems 1, 2, and 3, respectively, stated in the 
preceding section. 
R’+?‘L[,,” -‘%= -cosIc((Y+~~) v(x) O,* 
+ 
sinrr(cc+p) 1 u ‘-’ up 1 
c(> 
- -v(u) du, (4.1) 
7-l 0 x U-X 
-coSn(u-~)x~+~+~(1 -x)-~U~~-~v(,x), (4.2) 
I-a+& 1.0.--h LY 
0.r; 
8+ ~J”,T”+l.O,~o~ L zv 
= ‘K,( 
s x,U)V(U)du+cos7r(u-~+1) + ( > 
(I~ /j+1 
v(x), (4.3) 





. Uu-h- z 2[j+2Xb+?+fi- 2~1 _ u~-o-~~-x 
. F, -b-a-P+2,u-P+2, -c-a-p+l;u-b-a-2,8+3& , 
X > 
(0 < u <x), 
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r(-h-a-B+2) 
=zJ--a-h+ l)z-(a-j+ 1) 
u”--“(l -u)-<l- c--x 
F, ( -h-cr-B+2,-a+B,-c-cl-a+l;-a-h-a+l;~,x, u > 
(x < u < 1), 
F, being the Appell function of the first kind (see Section 8). 
In Problems 2 and 3, various other boundary conditions may be con- 
sidered. Thus, for example, if we assume that 
instead of (3.9), and 
instead of (3.11), we shall require the operational formulas for 
respectively. The operational formulas corresponding to (4.6) and (4.7) 
would involve the Kampe de Feriet hypergeometric functions of two 
variables. Unfortunately, however, the behavior of the double series 
representing these functions near the boundary points of their domains of 
convergence is not known in the general cases. 
By virtue of (2.9) and (2.13) [or (2.11) and (2.14)] the operational 
relation 
is obtained for positive cc, but it contains the multiplication of the same 
kind of operators. Thus it would be natural to investigate the general mul- 
tiplication 
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which, in view of the definitions (2.1), (2.2) and (2..5), becomes 
A#=&;+‘.~ 1.r - lJf$.’ , 4 
1 d -XPPY 






{j; z”,(x, u) 4(u) du + j’ Zz(x, u) d(u) du}, 
li 
(4.10) 
where the integrands B,(x, U) and ,5,(x, U) are given by 
E’,(x, u) = 
XP-Y 
f(P) Ul -P) s 





E*(x, u) = 
,yP-c, 





In order to calculate Z,(x, u), let us divide the integral in (4.1 I ) by 
applying the formula’ (F17) to the first F-function. Then, employing the 
formulas (F15), (F16), (F13), and (F31), we obtain 
Z,(x, u) = 
U-q+r1 
Up+ l)U-q+ l)r(-p+r) 
. uPx -4F1 3:1 
1-t:l,p-r+l,q ;p+s ;u 
I :2;0 







F1.2:’ -q+r--t+l:r,p-q+l ;p+s I 1.0 -q+r+l : -q+r--C+ I;-----;-~ I 
(4.13) 
’ Formulas (Fl) to (F39) are presented in Section 8. 
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Similarly, for the calculation of Z2(x, u), we apply the formula (F17) to 
the second F-function in (4.12), and use the formulas (F15) and (F14). We 
thus find that 




s+l :I, -q+r+l *-p-1+1; 
Y l-u 




,. 4+y1 -$s+ 
p:2;1 I 
t+ 1 :I, --q+r+ 1 .--p-s+ 1; 
. 
0:2:1 
-----:2-q, -p+r+ll--s+t+,; -’ 
Y l-u, 1 (4.14) 
provided that q - Y and s - t are not an integer. 
Substitutions for Z,(x, U) and Ez(x, U) in (4.10) yield (cf. [7, S]) 
A+ = jimO 2 
15 
-r--p E”,(x, 24) (b(u) du + j’ 
0 i + p 






;  G ( x ,  4, (O<u<x) 
wv4= a (4.17) 
T& 5(x, 4, (x < u < 1). 
From (4.13) and (4.14) it is easily seen that 
K(x, u) = Fq+r) 
T(p+l)T(-q)T(-p+Y)UnX 
--y.- I
. p:3;1 I-t:l,p-u+l,q+l;p+s ;u 
1:2;0 I, +l:q-r+l,l-r ; -; ;> u 1 
r(q-r)Q-q+r+l) 
+IY-p+q)I’i-r)Ilp-q+r+ 1) 
up-y+’ -r-l x 
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. FlfZ;l -q+r-t+l:r+l,p-q+l;p+s ; z4 
l.l:O p-q+r+l :-q+r--t+l ;p’ 









s+l :l, -q+r+l .-p-2+1; 
0:Z:l --:I-q,-p+r+l:.s-t+l ; 






t+l :l, -q+r+l ‘--p--s+l; 
0.2;l ----:I-q,-p+r+lI-s+I+l; 
(x<u< 1). (4.18) 
While both Zr(x, x - p) and E2(x, x + p) diverge as p J 0, their difference 
equals a finite value B(x), where 
B(x) = jeo B(x, p). (4.19) 
Since the behavior of the Kampe de Feriet hypergeometric series involved 
in (4.13) and (4.14) near the boundary points of their domains of con- 
vergence is not known in general, it is rather difficult o evaluate B(x) 
defined by (4.19). Known results [IS, 111 include (F32) for the Gaussian 
function, (F33) for the Clausenian function 3F2, (F34) for the Appell 
function F,, (F35) and (F36) for the Appell function F2, and (F37) for the 
Appell function F,. 
5. PARAMETRIC: CONSTRAINTS 
In order to be able to evaluate A# defined by (4.9), we must suitably 
restrict he parameters p, q, r, s, and t. First of all, we aim at simplifying 
the F-functions occurring in (4.11) and (4.12), remembering that 
F(0, b; c; z) = F(a, 0; c; z) = 1 
and 
F(a,b;a;z)=(l-z)-‘; F(a,b;b;z)=(l-z)~“. 
Thus, for the formula (F17) which was used to derive (4.13) and (4.14), the 
restrictions a= 1, b= 1, a--c+ 1 =O, and b-c+ 1 =0 will be useful. This 
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leads to 8 kinds of restrictions on the parameters for each F-function, and 
we list these restrictions as follows: 
f’ -p+q,l-r;l-p;l-; 
(A) q=p, (B) r=l, (C) q= 1, (D) r=p, 
(5.1) 
(E) q=p+l, (F) r=O, (G) q=O, (H) r=p+l; 
u-v 
p+s, -t; p;= 
> 
: 
(a) s= -P, (b) t=O, (c) s=o, Cd) t= -P, 
(5.2) 
(e) s= -p+l, (f) t= -1, (g) s= -1, (h) t= -p+l. 
We shall investigate 8 x 8 = 64 such combinations. Note that, by these 
restrictions, the formulas (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) correspond to the cases 
(Aa), (Fd), and (Gc), respectively. 
6. CLASSIFICATIONS OF SIXTY-FOUR CASES 
AND CALCULATION or; B(x) 
The calculation in the aforementioned sixty-four cases may be classified 
into seven types based on the formulas used as follows: 
Type T,: The case in which the functions 5,(x, U) and .Z*(x, U) are 
determined by using the formula (F7), and B(x) is obtained by virtue of 
the formula (F32). 
Type T,: The case in which the functions Z”,(x, U) and Ez(x, U) are 
determined by using the formulas (F8) and (F9), and B(x) is obtained by 
virtue of the formula (F32). 
Type T,: The case in which the functions S”,(x, U) and Z*(x) U) are 
determined by using the formula (FlO), and B(x) is obtained by virtue of 
the formula (F34). 
Type T,: The case in which the functions Z,(x, U) and .Zz(x, U) are 
determined by using the formulas (Fl 1) and (F12), and B(x) is obtained 
by virtue of the formula (F34). 
Type T,: The case in which the functions Z,(x, U) and Ez(x, U) are 
determined by using the formulas (Fll) and (F12), and B(x) is obtained 
by virtue of the formulas (F35) and (F37). 
400,121’2-3 
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Type T,: The case in which the functions E”,(x, U) and Z2(x, U) are 
determined by using the formulas (Fl 1) and (F12), but we have to find 
F,(a,b,c;b+c-l,a+l;x,l-x-p) 
as p + 0, which is not known. 
Type T,: The case in which the functions 2,(x, U) and Zz(x, U) are 
determined by using the formulas (F13) and (F14), but they involve the 
Kampe de Feriet function (whose behavior near the boundary points of the 
domain of convergence is not known). 
These classifications are tabulated below: 
(4 (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) k) (h) 
(A) T, T, T, J-1 T, T, J-4 T, 
(B) T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
(Cl T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
(D) T, T, T, T, T, T, J-6 J-5 
(El T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
(F) T, T, T, J-1 T, T, T, T, 
(G) T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
(HI T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, 
Explicit expressions for B(x) and K(x, U) for Types T, to T, will be 
presented in Section 7. Here we outline our computation in a few selected 
cases of each type. The kernel K(x, U) is easily obtained in each case, so we 
shall omit the details of the calculation involved. 
Type T,, Case (Ba). Y= 1, s= -p. 
From the formula (F7) the functions Z,(x, U) and EJx, U) in (4.11) and 
(4.12) are calculated as 
EJX, u) = 
1 
T(P) Ul -P) 
x1-W-’ (1 -I;)+ +I)’ ’ du 
1 
= UP) r(2 -PI 
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Then, by virtue of (F32), it follows that 
B(x) = jiy,{E,( x, x-p)-3,(x, x+p)} 
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1 
= ml f(l -PI 
XPPY{$(l -p)-lj(p)}=xp~~cos7r~, 







Type T,, Case (Hd). r=p+ 1, t= -p. 
If we use the formulas (F18), (F9), (F8), and (F20), we have 
E,(x, u) = m-q+11 ~ 
mJ) Ul - 4) 
x W(l -U)-p-’ 
J 
: (1 -II)“-’ dv 
u-p+4- 1) 
+uPIT(-P)~(-P+q)X 











- U-P) WP - 4 + 2) 
X-P-‘U’P-~+l(l -u)-P-.! 





UP) Ql -P) 
x’-4UP-‘(1-U)-P-~r 
p-’ F(-p+q, -p; -p-t 1; 1 -v)dv 
m - 9 + 2) 
= f(P) J-(2 - 4) 
x’--YuP-l(l -u)--P-.\ 




pq* -u)~~P -’ 
-p,p-q+l;l-q;; 
Thus the relations (F32), (6.1), and (6.2) imply 
B(x)=xP-Y(l -x)~p~~ccos 71p. 
Type T,, Case (DC). r=p, s=O. 
By virtue of the formula (FlO), we have 
1 
E,(x, u) = 




UPS 4(l -U)” ’ 12, 






x-Pu2P Y(1 -U)’ 
F, p-q+l,p,p+r;2p-q+1;1(,u , 
x ! 
m-q+ 1) 
= UP) Q2 - 4) 
X’ -YuPP’(l -U)l 
Then, applying the formulas (F23), (F34), (6.1), and (6.2), we obtain 
B(x) = xp -.“( 1 - x) p cos 7rp. 
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Type T4, Case (Ae). q= p, s= 1 -p. 
The formulas (Fl6), (F12), (F28), (F17), (F15), (Fll), (F7), and (F25) 
imply that 
s”‘(X, 24) = 
1 




(l-v) du ) 
1 
=f(p+ l)f(l -p) 
YPuP(l -u)-’ 
-F, p, 1, 1, p+t;p+ I;? 
( 
-?- 
.Y’ u- 1 ) 
1 
=f(p+l)f(l-p) 
x-PuP(l -QJ+r- p, LP+f;P+l;~,u , 
X > 
ZJX, u) = 
f(p+t- 1) 
T(P- 1)Ul -p)f(p+t)X 
1-P 
















vF,(2-p, 1, -p-t+l,2-p, -p-t++;x, l-u) 
f(-p-t+ 1) 
+r(2-p)f(-tf 









I-q1 +p+‘-’ F(l,t+1;2-p;x). 
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l--P(l-X)P+r-I F(1, t+ 1,2-p;x). 
Type T,, Case (De). Y = p, s = 1 - p. 
The following values are deduced from the formulas (F16), (F12), (F17), 
(F15), (Fll), and (F7). 
E,(x, u)= l 
f(P) f(1 -P) x 
-Pu2/‘-Y(1 -u)- I 
.s 
I 





~PuWY(l -u)- 1 
.F3 p, 1, p-q+ 1, p+t;2p-q+ I;;,$ 
i > 
, 




-3’ L’p- Y(l -u) “(1 -.uu)~ 2 
0 





I- Y(1 -U)P+r- I 
4 
I 










.F(p-q+ 1, t+ 1,2-q;x). 
Then, by using the relations (F35), (F37), (6.1), and (6.2), we have 
3F, l,l,p+~+l;p+l,p-q+2;~ ! > 
f(P-q+ 1) 
+ 0) m - 4) 
x1-4(1 -x)-l 
.F,(l-p,p-q+l, -p-t;2-q, -p-t+l;x, l-x). 
7. FORMULAS FOR MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONAL CALCULUS OPERATORS 
In this section we give explicit expressions for the kernel K(x, U) defined 
by (4.17) and for B(x) defined by (4.19) under the indicated restrictions on 
the parameters. 
B(x) = cos 71p 
K(x, u) = 
1 1 
T(P) r(l -P) 
X-PUP- 




K(x, u) = 
-1 
UP) r(l -P) x 
-P- luP 








= UP) f(l -P) x 
-PUP 1 




I;~~,“~‘J~~‘=R&‘(, -x) -p-‘L<,,(, -x)’ (AC) 
B(x)=(l-x) pcos7cp 
K(x, 24) = 
-1 
f(P) f(l -P) 
x-p- ‘u”( 1 - 24)’ 





= f(P) Ql -PI 
x-Pu~‘- ‘( 1 - u)’ 
.F, l,l-p,p+r;l-p;f,x , 
> 
(x<u< 1) 
I,-eJLr J/L”,-” = ‘, I Ro;eLf,,(l -x) p-” (AdI 
B(x)=(l -x)-p-‘cosnp 
K(x, u) = 
1 1 
f(P) f(l -PI 
x-W(1 -u)~pm~‘u--\. 
I-P.P.rJP.1 --P.l = R,‘J$ -P,’ 
0.Y .x, I . (Ae) 
B(x) = 
T($(l -p)(l--x)m’ 






~‘~“(1 -x)~-‘F(1 -p, 1 -~-t;2-~,~) 
K(x, u) = 
-1 
f(P) u, -P) 
x-P-‘uP(, -u)-’ 
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‘F, p+l,l,l,p+r;p+l;~ u 
( ) x’u-1 * 








.F(l, t+ 1; 1 -pp;x), (x<zd< 1) 





x’-q1 -x) Am’ 
1 
+ UP) r(2 - P) 
F(1, P+S; P;X) 
z--s- 1) 
+cs) T(P) r(l -P) 
F(1, p+s;s+2; 1 -x) 
zqx, 24) = 
1 
f(P) Ql -P) 
x~‘bpm’ F(l,p+s;p;u) 
F 
-F, 1, P, P+w;;, u 
( >I , (O<u<x) 
1 
= T(P) Ql -P) 
x’~~u~~~F, 1,2-p,p+s;2-p&x 
( u > 
f( -s- 1) 
+qp-l)T(l-p)T(-s) 
xppF(‘(s+ 1, 1 -p;s+2; 1 -u) 
+ 
qs+ 1) 
Ul -P) T(p+s) 
x-P(l -U)prp’ > (x<u< 1) 




UP) r(2 -P) 
F(p- 1, -tf; p;x) 
z--t- 1) 
+uP) r(l -P) T(-r) 
(1 -x)‘+‘F(l, p+r;t+2; 1 -vu) 
I‘(t + 1) 
- T(p + t) r(2 -p) x 
1 -P 
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K(x, u) = 
1 
ml Ul -PI 
xpPuPm ‘(1 -U)“’ 
1 
= ml f(l -PI 





.F(t+ 1, 1 -p; t+2; 1-u) 
f(t -I- 1) -P 
+r(p+t)r(l-p)X ’ 
(x<u< 1) 
I~&,P.‘JP.“.I --P = R,eJ<:.;.’ -P 
.Y, I (Ah) 
B(x) = l‘(p);(l-p)u-x)’ fti(-P-s+liw 




(I -x) ,F,(l, 1, -s+ 1;2, -p-.7+2; 1 -x) 
1 
f(-p-s+ l) .xmP+‘F(l,s+ 1,2-p;x) 
-r(-s)r(2-p) 
-1 
K(x, u) = 
0) Ql -AX 








x P(lvu) P-.r+l 
.F,(2-p, 1, 1 -p-s; 1 -p,2-p-s;x, 1 -u) 
r(-p-x+1) ~ 
+f-(+-(1-p) 
.x “F(l,s+ 1; 1 -p;x), (x<u< 1) 
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K(x, u) = 
1 1 









u - x 
P-9 
+ T(P) Q2 -P) x 
-“up-‘F 1, 1 -p;2-p;? 
> 
, (x<u< 1) 
u 
K(x, u) = - 
1 
UP) Ul -PI 





.F, l,p,p+s;p+&u , 
> 
(0 < II < x) 
x 
1 
= T(P) n1 -P) x 
-4Up-‘F, 
( 





.F, 1, 1-p,p+s;2-p;;,x 
i 
(x<u< 1) 
z;,yq;y= Z(y.‘(l -<y)- p -‘Le,,(l -x)’ PC) 
B(x)=xPPY(l -x)Ppcos7rp 
K(x, u) = - 
1 
T(P) Ql -PI x 





1, P, P+C P+ I+ (O<u<x) 
1 
=uP) r(l -P) 
.~-~u~-‘(l -u)‘F, l,l-p,p+t;l-p;qx 
U 
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P-4 
+r(P) r(2-P) 






Z,-eY.‘J~t,~“=Z,~4,‘Le,(l -x)-” -5 (Bd) 
B(x)=xPPY(l -x)-P “cos7rp 
1 1 
K(x, u) = 
T(P) r(l -P) 
x--wyl -u)y”u_I 
P-9 -Y-luP(l-u)-“-” 
+r(l -pff(p+ lf 
1 1 
= T(P) r(l -P) 
x-W(1 -u)-“- I----& 
P-4 
+P(P)r(2-P)x 
-YuP ‘(1 -u)-P-.’ 







T(P) Ql -P) 
xP-Y(l -x)-l 







K(x, u)= - 
T(p+ 1) r(l -P) 
x-Y-‘uP(l -U)P+‘-’ 
p,2,p+t;p+1;9 
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1-q 
+f(p+ l)r(l -p)x 
-Y--I&y1 -U)P-t~-l 
‘F, p,l,p+r;p+l+ (O<u<x) 
-f(p+t- 1) 
=~(Pvu-Pu-(P+~) 
xpY(l -.x)- ’ 
.F, 
l-u 
1 -p-t, 2,1 -p:2-~et;~, 1 -u 
> 









,y “( 1 -u)“+‘--’ 
~[F(2,r+1;2-p;x)-qF(l,t+1;2-p;~)], (x<u< 1) 
I”, y.‘Jf;.;. 1 (Bf) 
B(x)=dPY(l -x)~“~“cosnp- 
f(s+ 1) 
f(P + $1 Q2 -PI 
x’ 4(1-x) ‘~-I 
1 
+m W-P) 
xp YF( 1, p + s; p; x) 
f( -s- 1) 
+bd f(P) f(l -PI 
x”pyF(l, p+s;s+2; 1 -x) 
-1 
K(x, u) = 
f(P) f(l -PI ,Yl 
W-‘F, 
i 














-f(P- 1) f(3-P) 
l,p+x,2-p;3-p;x,; 
> 
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(I -q)r(-s- l) 
-mw-(l-P)w4 
x- Yq2-p s+ 1.s+2. 1 -u) 
(l-q)m+ 1) x~y(, -u)-\-, 
+m+wP-P) 
(x<u< 1) 
[,~Jdp:,- 1.’ (W 
B(x)=x”-Y(l --x)1-pcos~p+ 1 ml W-P) xP-4F(p- 1, -tt; p; x) 
T(-t- 1) 
+ 0) r(l -P)r(--t) 





K(x, 24) = 
T(P) u 1 -PI 
x--4u”-‘(l -u)‘+’ F, 1,p,p+t;p+ 
( > 
P-4 
- ml w! -PI x-YuP ‘(1 -u)‘+’ F, l,p-1,p+r;+ ( 1 
+ 1-Y 
T(P) 3x2 -P) x-424p ~‘F(p- 1, -tt; p; u), (O<u<x) 
1 
= ml r(l -P) 
xI- YuP2(, -u)‘+’ F, l,p+t,2-/~;2-&x,~ 





i 24 > 
(l-q)r(-‘- 1) x-y(l -u)‘+I 
-mml -P)r(-t) 
. F(t + 1, 2 -p; t + 2; 1 - u) 
(l-4) ut+ 1) -y 
+r(p+t)r(2-p)X ’ 
(x<u< 1) 
[,W.lJ$ -P W) 
B(x) = r(,;;;lq~p) (1 -x)FP ‘C$(-p-s+ I)-$(P)l 





-f(P+ l)f(l -PI 
XP-q+‘(l -x)-P-’ 
‘J,(l, 1, l-.ss;2,p+l;x) 
sf(p+s- 1) 
-m+MPv(l-P) 
,yP-Y ( 1 -x)‘-” ( 
.J?(l, I, 1 -s;2, -p-3+2; 1 -x) 
K(x, u) = 
-1 
f(p+l)U-P) 
x~‘~‘uPF, p, 2, p+s; p+ I;;, u 
> 
1-q 
+f(p+ 1) r(1 -pf 
-Y-luP 















. F, -p--s+ I, 1,1 -p; -p-s+2;1 1 -.Y’ 
1-U 
f(-p-s+ 1) ~ 
+f(--s)f(2-p) 
x 7F(2,s+ 1,2-p;x) 
-qF(l,s+1;2-p;x)], (x<u< 1) 
K(x, u) = 
-f(r+ 1) 
f(l -P)f(P+r)X 
-r- Iup+‘-- 1 
.F 
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-T(r + 1) 
=qp-l)r(-p+r+2) 
UP-2 
r+ 1,2-p; --p+r+2;2 , (x<u< 1) 
u 
K(x, u) = 
r(r) 
T(-P)f(p+r)x 




-r- luptr 1 
‘F, r,p,p+s;p+r::,u , :i (O<u<x) 
f(r) =r(p)r(-p+r)X .‘uPmlF, r, 1 -p,p+s; -p+r;:,x ( u 1 
T(r) 
-Q)r(-p+r)X 
- Iup- I 
‘F, 
( 
r, l-p,p+s; -p+r+l;E,x 
j 
, (x<u< 1) 
z,T~J.~J~y= &pJ(l -x) -‘P--’ Lf,,(l _ X)’ (Cc) 
B(x)=x”(l -.x)-pcosT[p 









.F, r,p,p+t;p+r;z,u , 
> 
(O<u<x) 
r, l-p,p+t; -p+r;x,x 
U ! 
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I,-,P.l.rJ~;;,~P=I,~‘.‘Le,,(l -x)-P--‘ (Cd) 
B(x)=X~-1(1-X)-~~sCOS7cp 
K(x, u) = 
-T(r+l) 
r(l -P)T(P+r)X 




r+ 1,2-p; (x<u< 1) 
I-P.bJt; -p.f 
0.r , 





.F(l -p, -p+r-t; -p+r+ 1;x) 
p+t 






.F,(l-p,r, -p-t; -p+r+l, -p-t+l;x, l-x) 






-T(p+ t- 1) f(r+ 1) 
=T(p-2)T(p+t)r(--p+r+2) 
4OY I2 I ‘2.4 
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.E;(3-p,r+l, -p-t+l; -p+r+2, -p-t+2;x,l-u) 
.F(t+2,r+l, -p+r+2;x), (x<u< 1) 
~~~1,rJAs.I -P 











.E;(l -p, r, -p-s; 1 -p+r, -p-s+ l;x, 1 -x) 
zqx, 24) = - T(r+ 1) 
r(l -PI T(P + r) x 
--r-lUP+‘--L(l~U)-P-.s 




.F,(3-p,r+l, -p-s+l; -p+r+2, -p-s+2;x, 1-u) 
f(r+l)r(-p-s+l) 
-f(-s-l)I--p+r+2) 
. F(s + 2, r + 1; -p + r + 2; x), (x<u< 1) 
Z&W.PJ<;,P~~ = R,-,PXP-YL~ 
x, I 0) 
B(x) = xp-y cos 7cp 
zqx, u) = T(P-4+ 1) 
WP-q+ 1)n-P) 
x-P-542P-Y 
.F p-y+l,p+l;2p--q+1;; , 
> 
(O<u<x) 
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f(P-q+ 1) x-y& I 
=f(P)m-q) 
.F p-q+l,l-p;l-q;; (x<u< 1) 
&Wd’J~~~o = R,-,xP - “( 1 _ x) --P - .y L.P, 
B(x)=XP-Y(l -x)-p-scos71p 


















I,-ILY.P JP.0.’ = 
,r X.1 
Ri;,txP--Y(l -x) -p--’ L{,(l -x)’ 
B(x)=xP-Y(l -x)-pcos7rp 
(DC) 




.F, p-q+l,p+l,p+t;Zp-q++ , 
> 
(O<ll<x) 
f(P-q+l) x-yup~l(l -u)’ 
=nP)N -9) 
.F, p-q+l,l-p,p+r;l-q+ , 
> 
(x<u< 1) 
&P.%P J-c.;. PP = 
.r , R&--YL<,(l -x)PpP.y (Dd) 
B(x)=xP-Y(l -x)-p-scos~p 
K(x, 2.4) = 
f(P-4+ 1) 
f(-P)f(2P-q+ 1) 
xpPp lu2PPY(l _ u)-” -.’ 
.F p-q+l,p+l;2p-q+l;t , 
> 
(0 <u < x) 
f(P-q+ 1) x-yup~‘(l _ 
= UP) f(l - 4) 
u)pPv.\ 
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.F P-q+l,l-P;l-y;; , 
> 
(x<u<l) 
Io&‘.Y.P J/j.; ~ P,l = R,-,PXP -- 4 J$ P,l (De) 
.F(p-q+ 1, t+ 1,2-q;x) 
l,l,Pff+l;P+l,P-q+2& 
f(P-q+ 1) 
+ f(P) f(2 - 4) 
x’-“(1 -x)-l 
.F,(l-p,p-q+l, -p-&2-q, --p-t+l;x, f-x) 




.F, p-q+l,l,p+l,p+&2p-q+l;;& (0 < u < x) 
f(p+t-l)f(P-q+l) xpy 
=f(p-l)f(p+t)f(l-q) 




.F(t+ 1, p-q+ 1; 1 -q;x), (x<u< 1) 
&FY.PJe..;,’ -P = R,,PXP- “Jf f,l -P (Dh) 
B(x)=XP-Y(l -x)-p~scos7rp 
f(-p--s+ I) f(p-q+ 1) , my 
f( -s) f(2-q) x 
.F(p-q+l,s+1;2-q;x) 
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1, l,p+s+l:p+l.g-q+2;-3 
m-4+ 1) 
+ mJ) m - 4) 
-pY(l -x)-P-S 
.F,(l--p, p-q+ 1, -p-s;2-q, -p-s+ l;x, 1 -x) 




.F3 p-4+ 1, p+s, p+ 1,1;2p-q+ 1;;,2 ) (O<u<x) 
( 1 
mJ+s- l)W-q+ 1) - 
=r(p+s)r(p-l)I-(l-q) 
x Y(1 -u)-P-.\+l 
.F2(2-p, p-q+ 1, --p--s+ 1; l-q, -p-s+2;x, 1 -u) 
+ 
f(-P-s+ l)m-q+ lL4 
f(-s)f(l-q) 
.F(p-q+ I,s+ 1; 1 -q;x), (x<u< 1) 
I,-,.P + 1.r J{.,-P-1 = I;-‘,P + l.rLP 
x. 1 @a) 
K(x, u) = 
1 1 








.F 1,p-r+1;p-r+2;U (O<u<x) 
X 
1 1 
= 0) f(l -PI x 
-P- IuP __ 
M-X 
rf( --p + r) 
-mr(l-p)r(--p+r+l) 
x-P- IuP- 1 
.F 1, -p+r; -p+r+l;E , (x<u< 1) 
U 
,~~P+‘.‘J~,~P=~~.~.P+I,~L~~(~ -x)-~-.’ 
B(x) =x -‘(l -x)~p~scos7yJ 
(Ed) 










.F 1, -p+r; -p+r+l;x 
> u ’ 
(x<u< 1) 
Z;,““~oJ~;“.’ = xP - YR,-, Lf , 
. , Fa) 
B(x) = xp - y cos np 
K(x, u) = 
1 1 




zqx, 2.4) = 
-1 
T(P) f(l -PI 
x-4- luP 





= z-(P) n1 -PI x 
-4uP- 1 
.F, 1, I-p,p+s;l-p;;,s , 
i > 
(x<u< 1) 
,~-~,9,0J~~‘=XP-9R~~(xP(1 -X)-P-~L<,,(l ex)’ PC) 
B(x)=X~-~(1-X)-~COS7zp 
zqx, 24) = -1 
z-(P) z-(1 -P) 
x-y- ‘u”( 1 - 2.4)’ 











1, 1 -p, p+t; 1 -p+ 
> 
) (x<u< 1) 
r-P,Y.OJ,P,s,-P=XP--R~“~L~,,(l +-P-S 
0.x 3 
B(x)=xP-yl -x)-p--scos 7cp 
WV 
K(x, u) = 
1 1 















K(x, u) = 
-1 
T(P) Ul -P) 
x-Y-Qp(l -u)-’ 
*F3 p+L 1, Lp+r;p+l;f& 
( > 








*F(l, t+ 1; 1 -p;x), (x-a< 1) 
&.J&o J-f:;% ~ 1 = x” ~ ‘R,,p Jc; - ’ 
1 1 m 
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B(x)=X~-ql-X)~~~SCOS~p- 
f(s+ 1) 
m + s) m -PI 
xl-Y(1 -x)-.)-’ 
1 
+ Q) W-P) 
xPP”F(l,p+s;p;x) 
q--s-- 1) 
+ Q-3) T(P) r(l -P) 
XPPYF(l, p+s;s+2; 1 -x) 
K(x, u) = 
1 














xpyF(s+ 1, 1 -p;s+2; 1 -u) 
+ 
r(s+ 1) 
r(l -P) F(P + s) 
xC(l -z4PJP1, (x<u< 1) 




xp -YF(p- 1, -rt; p;x) 
+ 
z-(-t- 1) 
T(P) r(l -PI r(-t) 
xP-Y(l -X)‘+’ 
.F(l,p+t;t+2;1-x)- 
qt + 1) 
r(p + t) r(2 -P) 
x’ y 
1 
K(x, u) = 
T(P) r(l -P) 
xpYuP-‘(l -U)‘+’ 
. F(l,p+t;p;u)-F, Lp,p+~;~.u 
1 ( 11 
> (O<u<x) 
1 
= T(P) r(l -P) 




x Y(l -uy+* 
.F(t+l, l-p;t+2;1-u) 
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Ut+1) my 




mJ) n1 -PI 
xp-q1 -x)-p--s $(-p-s+ 1)-$(p) 
-gi,F,(1,l,l-s;2,p+l;x)- ,+:- 1 (1-x) 
.3F2(1, 1, --s+ 1;2, -p-3+2; 1 -x) 1 
=(-p-s+l) x--q+‘F(l,s+ l,2-p9) 
-I-(-s)r(2-p) 
qx, u) = 
-1 
T(P) r(l -PI 
x-Y-‘uP(l -u)---P-J 
.F3 p+l,p+s, 1, l,p+l;u ’ (O<u<x) 
qp+s- 1) 
=m+mp-1)r(-p+l) 
y4(1 -u)-P- \+I 
.F,Q-p, 1, 1 --p-s; 1 -p, -p-s+2;x, I-U) 
I-(-p-s+ 1) ~ 
+q-s)f(l-p) 
x YF(l,s+ 1; 1 -p,x), (x<u< 1) 
B(x) = xp cos qv 








.F r+l, l-p; --p+r+l;T 
( > 2.4 ’ 
(x<u< 1) 
~,-,.“.rJf>.;.” = xP ‘Ro,,pxr( 1 _ x)-P ’ Lf,, 
(Gb) 
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zqx, 24) = 













r+l,l-p,p+s;-p+r+l;.X x ) 
24’ > 
(x<u< 1) 
IpP,%‘JP.O.r = xP-’ 
0.x x,1 R,r,px’(l -x)y-‘q!Jl -x)’ (Gc) 
B(x)=xP(l -x)-pcos7cp 
zqx, 2.4) = T(r+ 1) 
q-p)T(p+r+l)x 
-‘--IUP+‘(l -u)l 





up- ‘( 1 - u)’ 
(x<u< 1) 
(Gd) 










( > x ’ 
(O<u<x) 





r+l, l-p; -p+r+l;x 
> 
, (x<u< 1) 
u 
&t’%‘JF; -P.t = xP- ‘R -px’JP,’ --p,’ 
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.F,(l-p,r+l, -p-t; -p+r+2, -p-Z+I;X, l-x) 













.F(r+ 1, t+ 1; -p+r+ 1,x), (x<u< 1) 
I;.P.O,r JP.s,] - p = xp ~ ‘R -fx’ Jp.“,I p 
.r x, 1 0, I r.I (Gh) 
B(x)=xP(l -x)~p~~ycos7rp 
I--p-s+ l)T(r+ 1) - 
I-(-p+r+2)r(-s) 





( x-l > 
+ 
T(r + 1) 
Q)r(-p+r+2) 
x(1 -x-p-- 
.F2(l -p, r+ 1, -p-s; -p+r+2, -p--s+ l;x, 1 -x) 
K(x, u) = 
T(r+ 1) 
r(-p)T(p+r+l)X 
-r- ‘&J+r(l -u)-P-s 
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‘F, r+l,p+s,p+l,l;p+r+l;~ u 
x’u-1 
(0 < 2.4 <x) 
T(p+s-l)T(r+ 1) 
=T(p+s)T(p-1))(-p+r+l) 
(1 -u) f-A+1 
.F,(2-p,r+l, -p-s+l; -p+r+l, -p-s+2;x,l-24) 
+f(-p-s+ l)f(r+ 1) 
T(-s)T(-p+r+l) 
.F(s+l,r+l; -p+r+l;x), (x<u< 1) 
,<W’+ 1 Ji$,- P.1 = I<rpW’+ 1LP 
.x,1 (Ha) 
B(x) = xp - 4 cos 7cp 
K(x, 24) = - f(P-q+ 1) 
f(-p- l)r(2p-q+2) 
X-p-2U2p-q+l 
p+2, p-q+ 1:2p-q+2;: 
> 
f(P-q+ 1) Y-luP 
+P(p+l)f(-q)x ’ 




-p,p-q+l;-q;; , (x<u<l) 
K(x, 24) = - f(P-q+ 1) 
I--p- l)r(2p-q++) 
x~~P-2u2P-Y+l(l -u)-P-.y 
p+2, p-q+ 1;2p-q+2;; 
T(P-q+ 1) 
+T(p+ l)T(-q) 
x-Y-luP(l-~)-P F) (O<u<x) 
T(P-q+ 1) 
=r(p+l)r(-q)x 
-Y--luP(l -u) -P-S 
-p,p-q+l;-q;; , (x<u< 1) 
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8. DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS FOR HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
OF ONE AND Two VARIABLES 
We present here the definitions and formulas for the Gauss F-function, 
the generalized Gauss (or Clausenian) function 3F2, the Appell functions 
F,, F2 and F,, and the Kampe de Ftriet hypergeometric function F;;:i;, 
which are used in the preceding sections. 
The following notations are employed: T(z) for the Gamma function, 
f(a. + n) 
wn=m= 
1, n=O 
L(1+ l).‘.(;“+n- l), n = 1, 2, 3,... 
for Pochhammer’s symbol, 
for the Psi function, and 
for the Euler-Mascheroni constant. 
F(u, 6; c; z) = 1 = (a),(b), c. 
m=o (c)m m!’ 
J2(a, b, ,-; d, ,q z) = f (“)m(b)m(c)m <; 





(a), + .(bMb’), xm Y” 
m.,, = 0 
(c) 
m + II 
znr 
. . 
= i (~)m(bLn 
??,=(I (CL, 
F(n+m,b’;c+m:y)~;(F3) 
= F,(a, b, 6’; c, c’; x, y) = c (a), + .(bMO xm Y” -- 
m,n = 0 (CMC’),, m! n! 
= t (a),(b), 
m=O (C)“l 
F(u + m, 6’; c’; y) 2; (F4) 
‘*‘ Fj(u, a’, 6, 6’; c; x, y) = 1 (~M~‘L,(bLz(b’)n xm Y” -- 
m,n = 0 (c) ??+?I m! n! 
= f (aMb)m 
???=(I (CL 
F(u’, 6’; c + m; y) 2; F-5) 
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p:r;u 
[ 
(a,): (%)i (n”); 
q:s;” (b,): (Ds); (p,); x2 y 1 
= f njP=l(a,)“,+.n,=,(~,)“,n~=,cs),XmYn 
-- 
rn,n=o I-I,“=, (b,)m+. r& 1 (&L r-I;= 1 (Pji), m! n! ’ 
(F6) 
where, for convenience, (a,) abbreviates the array of p parameters a, ,..., a ,, 









T(d) r(e) T(d+ e-a -b) 









II”-‘(1 -II)<-“-‘(1 -ux)-h(l -uy)-b’du 
0 
= f(a) 4c - a) 
T(c) 
J’,(a, b, b’; c; x, y 1; F10) 
s 
1 
I.+-‘(I-~)‘.-~-‘(l -ux)--“F a, b’;c’;& dv 
0 c > 
= r(b) r(c - b) 
T(c) 





= r(b) UC - b) 
T(c) 
F,(a, a’, b, 6’; c; x, y); 
1 
1 
o”-‘(1 -u)~-I F(c, d; 
0 
e; ox) F(L g; k Cl- ~1 Y) du 
(F1.2) 
4~) r(b) Fy:;i; 
= T(a+b) 
-----I a, c, 4 6, A g; 
a+b : e; 
p’Y ; 1 (Fl3) 7 








= r(a+b-d)r(a+b-e) ““” 1 
f: a,a+b-d-e;g,c; 





=(l-z)-“F c-a,b;c; ( Z -; z-l > W6) 
F(a, b; c; z) = 
f(c) f(c - a - b) 
f(c - a) f(c - b) 
F(a,b;a+b-c+l;l-z) 
+ 
f(c) r(a +-b - c) 
r(a) f(b) 
(1 -z)(‘--h 
.F(c-a, c-b;c-a-b+ 1; 1 -z); (F17) 
F(;(a, b; c; z) = 
T(c)T(c-~-b)~_~ 
f(c - a) T(c - b) 
F a,a-c+l;a+b-c+l;l-A 
( Z > 

















=(l-Y)-“F, a,b,c-b-b’;c;Y Y 
> y-l’y-1 ’ 
032) 
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&(a, 66’; c; x, Y) 
=(l -x)< “-b(l-y)-h’F, 
( 






F,(a,b,b’;c,c’;x,y)=(l-,x)‘“F, a,c-b,b’;c,c’;- - 
I 








F,(a, b, b’; c, a; x, y) = (1 - y) -” F, b, a-b’, b’; c; .‘I, -i?- 
( 1-y ’ 1 




F,(a, b, b’; c, b’; x, y) = (1 - y) mu F a, h; c; -?- 
( 1-J’ ’ > 
F,(a, b, b’; b, c’; x, y) = (1 - x) ’ F a, b’; c’; -& ; 
i .! 
(F26) 
F,(a, 1, b; c, d; x, y) = F(a, b; d; y) +: x F,(a + 1, 1, b; c + 1, d; x, J); 
(~27) 
F,(a, c - a, b, h’; c; x, .y) = ( I - x) h F, c - u, h, h’; c; 3, y 
( i 








= (1 - y) “’ F, b, a, a’; c; x, - ; (F29) 
Y-1 > 
F,(a, a’, 1, c - 2; c; x, y) 
l,a-l,u’;r-l;x,& 
> 
-F(c-2,a’;c-1; y) (F30) 
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x, I’ 1 =(l-y)-"F)i;i:, 1 ; 
(F31) 
F(a, h; a + h; 1 - px) 
f(“+h) [2y+Il/(a)+~(h)+logps]+o(l), (p40); 
= - f(a) f(b) (~32) 
&(a, h, c; d, a+h+c-d; I -px) 
=(a+&d)(d-c)I’(d)fJa+b+c-d) 
f(a+ l)f(h+ l)f(c) 
f(d) f(a + h + c - d) - 
Q4 m) u4 
12y+Il/(a)+~(h)+logp.ul+o(l), (f-0); 
(F33) 
F, (a, b, b’; a + h + h’; I - px, 1 - /I??) 
f(a “t b -t h’) 
=!-(a) f(h+h’) h+h’ 
~“(l-~)~F~(l.l,b~+l:2,h+h’+*;1-~) 
-C2;l+tC/(at+~(b+h’)+logpzc) (P + 0); (F34) 
F,(a, 6 c; a + h - 1, c + 1; x, I - x - p) 
= -~(l-.~)~‘F,(a-l,h,~,-I;n+h-I,L.;Y, 1-x) 
cf(a + h - 1) 
0) WJ) 
x’ .“(I -x) 1 
* Pr+$(a- l)+$qh)-logx+logp] +0(l), (P + 0); (F35) 
F,(u,b, I-h;c,a-c+l;x, l-x-p) 
f(a-c+l)f(h-e+l) 
=f(a+h-c+ l)r(l -c) 
F(1, a; a+h-c+ 1; 1 -mu) 
f(c) &7-c+ 1) 
-((,-~+l)T(rr-l)T(h)T(I-h).yh <+ 
1, 1,2-a;2,h-cf2;x) 
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f(c)f(a-c+ 1) 
- f(u) f(b) I-( 1 -h) 
.&‘(l -X)-(l-h+< 
‘[I&+$(1-h)+$(h-c+ 1)-logu 
-log(l -x)+logp] +0(l), (P + 0); (F36) 
F,(u, h, c, d; a + c; 1 - px, y) 
hdf(a + c) 
=qu+ 1)f(c+ 1) 
y,F,(1,l,h+l,d+1;2,a+l,c+l;~) 
y!g;;j, C2Y+ICl(a)+~(c)+logPxl+o(l), (P -+ 0). 
(F37) 
Equations (Fl ) to (F6) are the definitions of the various single and 
double hypergeometric functions used in our investigation; these definitions 
can be found, for example, in [l], [3], [4], and [14]. The formulas 
(FlO), (F12), (F21) to (F26), (F28), and (F29) are given in [l], (F8) and 
(F9) in [4], (F7) and (F15) to (F19) in [S], (F32) and (F34) in [9], and 
(F33), (F35), (F36), and (F37) in [ll]. 
Formula (F13) follows readily from more general Eulerian integrals 
evaluated in [ 12, 131. Formula (F3 1 ), on the other hand, is an obvious 
special case of the hypergeometric transformation (cf. [ 151) 
1 
=(l -Y)-TF;;y+l;;$ 1 ’ (F38) 
which is an immediate consequence of (F16). The well-known transfor- 





which results upon interchanging the roles of a and fi in (F38). 
The remaining formulas (Fl 1 ), (F14), (F20), (F27), and (F30) are 
verified fairly easily. 
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